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COMPLETESERVICEABILITY

InjectIon-molded 
Plutonite® lens

o matter® 
exoskeleton 

Frame with 
switchlock™

Soft urethane 
FacePlate with 

o hydrolix Foam

dual-adjuStable 
straP with 

silicone GriP

rIGId o matter® 
outriGGers

InteGrated 
roll-oFF system
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DEsIgnInnoVATIon
three decades of mx goggle evolution have led to 

this turning point, a landmark of technology so 

revolutionary that it will render ordinary goggles 

obsolete. Forget any notion of what defines high 

performance. not since the early days of the sport 

has a single design brought so much innovation. 

essential gear for anyone who rides for glory, rides 

for sport or just rides for fun, the oakley airbrake™ 

mx goggle is the new benchmark for protection, 

clarity, comfort and convenience.
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IMPACT PRoTECTIon
modern dirt bikes generate massive amounts of torque and horsepower, which can turn dirt and rocks into a spray of ballistic 

missiles. riders are getting more daring, and today’s breed of guts and grit can lead to serious carnage. when it comes to impact 

resistance, the current crop of thin, stamped goggle lenses are simply not up to the task, so we created a game-changer in the 

arena of protection technology. this is the first ever mx goggle with a lens made of injection-molded  Plutonite,® which is formed 

under extreme pressure to create a precisely engineered arc of protection for your eyes. Plutonite® is the most optically pure lens 

material ever utilized for mx goggles. with a confidence-inpsiring force field for clarity of mind, airbrake’s Plutonite® lens gives 

you a laser-lock focus on victory.

OPTICAL CLARITY 
the next time you’re charging through a 

rutted-out rhythm section or picking your line 

through a berm, consider this: ordinary mx 

lenses are die-cut from flat sheets of generic 

material then bent to fit conventional goggle. 

this crude process can result in optical 

distortion. that means things aren’t really 

where you see them. not so with airbrake™ mx 

because the lenses are injection molded under 

extreme pressure to create a precise contour 

of optically correct geometry. it’s a level of 

visual accuracy you need if you’re serious 

about performance and safety. 

VELOCITY
102 mph

5g

22 cm

MASS

DISTANCE

VECTOR
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MAXIMUM PERIPHERAL
to become an mx champion, it takes a unique point of view – one that maximizes peripheral vision so you can 

spot challengers and out maneuver them until they’re cussing into their face masks. that’s what you get with 

airbrake™ mx. Precision lens curvature is matched with sleek frame architecture, expanding your field of vision 

so you can conquer every obstacle on the track.
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swITChLOCK ™ TECHnoLogY 

InTEgRATEDRoLL-off 

“adapt and survive” is a motto for guys who 

are pummeled by tire roost. it’s not good 

enough. airbrake™ mx is for those who 

adapt and conquer because it lets them 

switch up their vision with the convenience 

of oakley switchlock™ technology. our 

unique design makes the process of lens 

changing fast and hassle-free, so you can 

quickly swap lens tints to optimize visibility 

and comfort  accord ing to  the l ight 

conditions. we’ve created a full array of 

optional lenses so you can arm yourself with 

innovation in any situation, from riding sand 

dunes in blinding sunshine to racing through 

shadows under  stadium l ights ,  and 

everything in between.

a i rb rake ™ mx i s  ava i l ab le  w i th  a 

revolutionary roll-off system that utilizes an 

integrated cartridge canister inside the 

outrigger strap attachment for the ultimate 

in convenience and visibility. a clean surface 

moves into position with the tug of a cable, 

and compared to the skinny film of ordinary 

roll-offs that are like peeking through a tiny 

window, the vertical field of vision is 

significantly increased to provide a wide-

open view of the track in front of you.
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ADAPTABILITYSERVICEABILITY

EnhAnCED CoMfoRT

when you wear out tires or want to replace 

the handlebars on your dirt bike, do you 

throw the whole machine away and go buy 

a new one? of course not. so why should 

you have to do that with your goggles? 

airbrake™ mx is equipped with a fully 

adaptable and serviceable chassis, allowing 

you to easily swap outriggers between tear-

off and roll-off configurations, replace worn 

out foam faceplates, or switch the strap to 

match your style. each component has been 

carefully engineered to work together in 

perfect  harmony while al lowing for 

serviceability over the long haul.   

staying in the zone means eliminating every 

possible distraction. that’s why airbrake™ mx 

offers a level of comfort achieved through 

decades of oakley innovation. this goggle is 

the culmination of every breakthrough we’ve 

made, and when you experience the way it 

fits and feels, you’ll never compromise 

victory with a conventional goggle again.

airbrake™ mx is composed of ultra-strong, 

yet lightweight o matter® combined with 

flexible urethane. the rigid outer frame 

holds the lens securely without the bending 

that can cause visual distortion, and a soft 

and pliable inner faceplate conforms to your 

face like it was made just for you.



ryan Villopoto is always on the hunt for a 

title shot, and clinching both the ama 

Supercross championship and the World 

Supercross championship in 2012 means rV 

is a five-star general in his class. his 

Signature Series airbrake™ mX goggle has 

stripes of green, and the no-hassle lens 

changing of Switchlock™ technology leaves 

competitors green with envy. ryan’s bio 

includes guns, guts and glory, and airbrake™ 

mX arms him with everything he needs to 

keep performance locked and loaded.
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aIrbrake™ mX 
VilloPoto siGnature 
clear lens (57-978)

crowbar® mx  
VilloPoto siGnature (59-072)  
ALSO AVAILABLE

RYAnVILLoPoTosIgnATURE sERIEs
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jeffrey herlings is fast enough in the sand to 

make a desert lion jealous, and aggressive 

enough to make big cats cower. the dutch 

teenager earned the title of mX2 World 

champion in 2012. all that breakneck speed 

and sand shrapnel doesn’t worry him 

because he has the unrivaled protection of 

airbrake™ mX, not to mention the fast and 

easy lens changing of its Switchlock™ 

technology. Styled with orange highlights, 

this Signature Series edition is worthy of the 

young and hungry predator. 



JEFFREYHERLIngSsIgnATURE sERIEs 
EUROPE EXCLUsIVE

AIRBRAKE™MX

aIrbrake™ mX 
herlinGs siGnature 
clear lens (59-389)

crowbar® mx
herlinGs siGnature (59-388) 
ALSO AVAILABLE
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AIRBRAKE™MX
WITH IMPACT RESISTAnCE THAT MAkES You InVInCIBLE, THIS LAndMARk of TECHnoLogY IS THE fIRST EVER MX dESIgn WITH A LEnS of PuRE 
PLuTonITE.® IT’S THE nEW STAndARd of PRoTECTIon And IT LETS You TAkE THE AdAPT-And-ConquER APPRoACH WITH oAkLEY SWITCHLoCk™ 
TECHnoLogY, THE SECRET To fAST & EASY LEnS CHAngIng. THE VIEW IS WIdE oPEn, THE CoMfoRT IS BEYond REASon, And THE PERfoRMAnCE 
LEAVES oTHER goggLES SCRAMBLIng foR 2nd PLACE.

•	 	High-impact	Plutonite® lens for confidence-inspiring protection

•	 		Streamlined	O	Matter® frame maximizes your field of view 
without compromising fit

•		 		Dual	Switchlock™ technology mechanisms make lens  
changes fast and easy

•		 	Adaptable	face	plate,	outriggers	and	strap	for 
complete serviceability

jet black Speed 
clear lens (57-979)

matte WhIte Speed 
clear lens (57-980)

red retro Speed 
clear lens (57-981)

WhIte retro Speed 
clear lens (57-982)

blue retro Speed  
clear lens (57-983)

Green retro Speed 
clear lens (57-984)

hyperdrIVe red/blue 
clear lens (57-985)

pInned GSr 
clear lens (57-986)

podIum check 
clear lens (57-987)

b1-b Stealth 
dark Grey lens (57-988)

VIllopoto SIGnature 
clear lens (57-978)

herlInGS SIGnature 
clear lens (59-389)
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jet black Speed  
race-ready roll-oFF 
clear lens  (57-989)

matte WhIte Speed 
race-ready roll-oFF 
clear lens  (57-990)

red retro Speed 
race-ready roll-oFF 
clear lens  (57-991)

b1-b Stealth 
race-ready roll-oFF 
clear lens  (57-992)

AIRBRAKE™MX RACE-READY
THIS RACE-HungRY dESIgn CoMBInES THE unBEATABLE InnoVATIonS of AIRBRAkE™ MX WITH A REVoLuTIonARY nEW RoLL-off SYSTEM. InTEgRATEd 
InTo THE ouTRIggERS, THE SYSTEM gIVES You A CLEAn SuRfACE WITH THE quICk Tug of A dRAWSTRIng. YouR ToTAL fIELd of VISIon WILL BE A THIRd 
BIggER THAn oRdInARY RoLL-offS, And IT EXPAndS YouR uP-And-doWn VIEW BY An InCREdIBLE 60%. 

•	 	Fully-integrated	roll-off	system	provides	60%	more 
vertical field of view compared to standard systems

•	 	Advanced	pull-ratchet	system	provides	35 
complete lens clearings

•		 	Anti-friction	suspension	system	minimizes	surface 
contact between film and lens for smooth action in 
any weather

•	 	Includes	additional	outrigger	set	for	optional 
tear-off configuration
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roll-off acceSSory kIt 
clear (100-258-001)
1 roll-oFF canister w/ coVer Plates
1 anti-Friction accessory
2 rolls oF Film
1 mud Guard (not shown)

AIRBRAKE ™MX ACCEssORIEs

replacement foam faceplate 
(02-498)
Sand acceSSory kIt 
closed cell Vent Foam
(100-264-001)

roll-off fIlm kIt - 6 pack 
(100-259-001)

replacement Strap acceSSory 
black sPeed  
(100-262-001) 
white sPeed 
(100-262-002)

SnoWcroSS acceSSory kIt 
(100-263-001)

multI-unIt GoGGle caSe 
holds uP to six GoGGles
with adjustable diViders  
(08-069)

lenS ShIeld kIt 2 pack 
(02-499)

lamInated tear-off 14 pack 
(100-261-001)

Std tear-off 25 pack 
(100-260- 001)
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REPLACEMEnT LEnSES

clear 
(57-993)

dark Grey 
(57-994)

black IrIdIum® 
(57-995)

fIre IrIdIum® 
(57-996)

24k IrIdIum® 
(57-997)

jade IrIdIum® 
(57-998)

dual clear 
(59-070)

dual perSImmon 
(59-071)



oakley uSa 
One Icon 

Foothill Ranch, California 92610 
1 800 403 7449

oakley canada 
2660 Diab St-Laurent 

Quebec H4S 1E8 
1 800 448 9714

oakley Icon 
Puls 5 

Giessereistr. 18 
CH-8005 Zürich Switzerland 

00800 62 55 39 38

luXottIca South afrIca pty ltd 
2nd Floor Block A 

Black River Park North 
2 Fir Street 

Observatory 
7945 

0861 486 100

oakley South pacIfIc 
24 The Esplanade 

St. Kilde, Victoria 3182 
Australia 

+61 3 8598 3100

oakley japan 
MT2 Bldg.,1-12-23 Mita 

Meguro-ku, Tokyo 
153-0062 

81 3 3716 9300

oakley chIna 
7/F, Tower 2, Grand Gateway 

#3 Hongqiao Road, Xu Hui District 
Shanghai, 200030, P.R.C. 

86 21 2411 3888

oakley braSIl 
Avenue Cidade Jardim 09 

São Paulo-SP 
05670-000 Brasil 
  55 11 3038 995
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